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Abstract

We describe a new algorithm for floorplan evalua-
tion using timing-driven buffered routing according to a
prescribed buffer site map. Specifically, we describe a
provably good multi-commodity flow based algorithm that
finds a global routing minimizing routing area (wirelength
and number of buffers) subject to given constraints on
buffer/wire congestion and sink delays. This permits de-
tailed floorplan evaluation, i.e., computing the tradeoff
curve between routing area and wire/buffer congestion un-
der any combination of delay and capacity constraints.

Our algorithm (1) enforces maximum source/buffer
wireloads; (2) enforces wire and buffer congestion con-
straints by taking into account routing channel capacities
and buffer site locations; (3) enforces individual sink delay
constraints; (4) performs buffer/wire sizing and layer as-
signment; and (5) integrates pin assignment with virtually
no increase in runtime. Preliminary experiments show that
near-optimal results are obtained with a practical runtime.

1. Introduction

Early planning of buffer and wiring resources is a criti-
cal aspect of every modern high-performance VLSI imple-
mentation methodology. Today, such planning is needed
to evaluate the quality of RT-level partitioning and soft
(pre-synthesis) block placement/shaping, system-level tim-
ing constraints, and pin definition and buffered routing of
global interconnects.

The requirements for global wire planning as an adjunct
to floorplan definition have not changed very much from
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those set out in pioneering works as BBL [6] and BEAR
[10]: the floorplan definition must be aware of congestion,
wirelength, timing, etc. Similarly, the need for simulta-
neous pin assignment and global routing has not changed
since, e.g., [7]. It is well-understood that today’s con-
text for floorplan definition and global wire planning has
evolved: (1) channel-less multilayer area routing has re-
placed channel/switchbox routing; (2) interconnect delays
are more balanced with (appropriately sized) gate delays,
and no longer dominated by gate delays; (3) layer RC con-
stants vary by factors of up to 100�, so that layer assign-
ment must be planned; (4) global interconnects are buffered;
and (5) floorplanning is at the RT-level (instead of physical
floorplanning) with soft blocks having uncertain area/delay
envelopes. At the same time, the underlying problem for-
mulations and algorithmic technologies haveseparatelyad-
vanced in at least three important ways:

� The buffer blockmethodology, along with the associ-
ated planning problem (i.e., solving for locations and
capacities of buffer blocks), was proposed by Cong et
al. [9] and further elucidated by Tang and Wong [18].
While the buffer block methodology has indeed been
used throughout the late 1990s in hierarchical structured-
custom (high-end microprocessor) methodologies, it may
be less relevant to flat or ASIC-like regimes due to issues
of separate power distribution, congestion, etc. To allevi-
ate congestion problems associated with the use of buffer
blocks, the DAC’2001 work of Alpert et al. [3] pro-
posed abuffer sitemethodology which more uniformly
distributes buffers across the chip “wherever possible”.

� The increased impact of interconnects on system perfor-
mance in deep-submicron technologies has led to a large
literature on performance-driven optimizationsfor indi-
vidual global nets. Such optimizations include buffer in-
sertion and sizing, wire sizing, and topology synthesis,
as comprehensively surveyed in [8]. We note that for the
purposes of buffered global wire planning,it is likely suf-



ficient that the tool be able to exploit the availability of
multiple buffer types, multiple wire widths, and multiple
layer assignments.

� A literature onprovably goodglobal routing has been
developed based on the primal-dual framework, starting
with “column-generating” analogies in [4, 5], then con-
tinuing with the work of Albrecht [1] exploiting recent
fast approximations for multi-commodity flows [15, 14].
The work of Dragan et al. [11, 12, 13] has even more
recently applied such provable approximations to the
problem of global routing with aprescribed buffer block
plan, taking into account signal parity, delay upper/lower
bounds, and other practical considerations.

Our ongoing work seeks to combine the above separate
threads of the recent literature into a coherent approach to
floorplan definition, global route planning, and pin assign-
ment. In some sense, we hope to regain the “holistic” per-
spective of the earliest works cited above, e.g., BBL/BEAR.
Eventually, we seek to overcome the individual limitations
of various “component” technologies: (1) single-net per-
formance optimizations should adapt to the congestion-
aware global routing context; (2) the buffer block frame-
work should adapt to the more continuous buffer site frame-
work; (3) bothcongestion and timing should be addressed
simultaneously (e.g., the work of Cong et al. [9] addresses
timing but not congestion; the work of Alpert et al. [3]
addresses congestion but not timing); (4) pin assignment
(which is especially important in soft block planning) as
well as buffer insertion/sizing, wire sizing, and layer as-
signment degrees of freedom should be exploited; and (5)
bounds on performance ratio should be maintained as in
“provably good” methods. In this paper, we present our ini-
tial efforts toward this end. Our contribution is summarized
as follows.
� We describe a new algorithm for floorplan evaluation us-

ing timing-driven buffered routing according to a pre-
scribed buffer site map. Specifically, we describe a prov-
ably good multi-commodity flow based algorithm that
finds a global routing minimizing routing area (wire-
length and number of buffers) subject to given constraints
on buffer/wire congestion and sink delays. Following
Alpert et al. [3], we use a 2-dimensional tile graph to cap-
ture the wire and buffer congestion of a given floorplan.
The tile size depends on the desired tradeoff between es-
timation accuracy and runtime.

� Our implementation permits detailed floorplan evaluation
in that it enables computing the tradeoff curve between
routing area and wire/buffer congestion under any com-
bination of delay and capacity constraints.

� Like the allocation heuristic in [3], our algorithm en-
forces maximum source/buffer wireloads and controls
congestion by taking into account routing channel ca-
pacities and buffer site locations. At the same time, like

the buffer-block planning algorithm in [9], our algorithm
takes into account individual sink delay constraints.

� Simultaneously, our algorithm performs buffer and wire
sizing by taking into account given libraries of buffer
types and wire widths, and integrates layer and pin as-
signment (the latter with virtually no increase in runtime).
Soft pin locations are modeled as multiple sites (grid lo-
cations), and are enabling to solution quality.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we for-
malize the floorplan evaluation problem for 2-pin nets. In
Section 3 we reformulate the problem as a minimum cost
integer multicommodity flow problem (with capacities on
sets of edges), give an efficient algorithm for finding near-
optimal solutions to the fractional relaxation, and show how
to convert fractional solutions to near-optimal routings by
randomized rounding. In Section 4 we give the modifica-
tions needed to enforce sink delay constraints and take into
account simultaneous buffer and wire sizing and/or layer as-
signment. We discuss handling of multi-pin nets in Section
5 and conclude the paper with experimental results com-
paring our algorithm with the allocation heuristic in [3].

2. Problem formulation

For a given floorplan and tile size, we construct a vertex-
and edge-weightedtile graphG = (V;E; b; w), where

� V is the set of tiles;
� E contains an edge between any two adjacent tiles;
� For each tilev 2 V , thebuffer capacityb(v) is the num-

ber of buffer sites located inv; and
� For each edgee = (u; v) 2 E, thewire capacityw(e) is

the number of routing channels available between tilesu
andv.

To simplify the presentation, in this and the following two
sections we will assume that all nets have 2 pins; multi-
pin nets are considered in Section 5. We denote byN =
fN1; N2; : : : ; Nkg the given netlist, where each netNi is
specified by the sets of tiles,Si � V andTi � V , to which
the source, respectively the sink ofNi can be assigned.

We consider first the case when a single buffer and wire
width are available, and only buffer wireload constraints
must be satisfied. In this case we seek for each netNi a path
Pi buffered using the available buffer sites and connecting
a vertex fromSi to a vertex fromTi (see Figure 1) such that
the source vertex and the buffers drive each at mostU units
of wire, whereU is a given upper-bound (the example in
Figure 1 hasU = 5). Formally, afeasible buffered routing
for netNi is a pathPi = (v0; v1; : : : ; vli) inG together with
a set of buffersBi � fv0; : : : ; vlig such that:

� v0 2 Si andvli 2 Ti;
� w(vi�1; vi) � 1 for everyi = 1; : : : ; li;
� b(vi) � 1 for everyvi 2 Bi; and
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Figure 1. Tile graph with two 2-pin nets.

� The length alongPi betweenv0 and the first buffer inBi,
between consecutive buffers, and between the last buffer
andvli , are all at mostU .

We will denote byRi the set of all feasible routings
(Pi; Bi) for netNi. Given buffered routings(Pi; Bi) 2 Ri

for each netNi, the relativebuffer congestionis

� = max
v2V

jfi : v 2 Bigj
b(v)

and the relativewire congestionis

� = max
e2E

jfi : e 2 Pigj
w(e)

The buffered paths(Pi; Bi), i = 1; : : : ; k, are simultane-
ously routable iff both� � 1 and� � 1. To leave resources
available for subsequent optimization of critical nets and
ECO routing, we will generally seek simultaneous buffered
routings with buffer and wire congestion bounded away
from 1. Using the total wire and buffer area as measure of
floorplan quality we get:

Floorplan Evaluation Problem (FEP)
Given:

� Grid-graphG = (V;E; b; w), with buffer capacitiesb(v)
and wire capacitiesw(e);

� SetN = fN1; : : : ; Nkg of 2-pin nets with unassigned
source and sink pinsSi; Ti � V ; and

� Wireload, buffer congestion, and wire congestion upper-
boundsU > 0, �0 � 1, and�0 � 1.

Find: feasible buffered routings(Pi; Bi) 2 Ri for each net
Ni with relative buffer congestion� � �0 and relative wire
congestion� � �0, minimizing the total wire and buffer
area, i.e.,�

Pk
i=1 jBij + �

Pk
i=1 jPij, where�; � � 0 are

given constants.
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Figure 2. Gadget replacing edge (u; v) for U=5.

3. Solving FEP via multicommodity flow ap-
proximation

Recall that, for every feasible buffered routing in the
tile graphG = (V (G); E(G); b; w), the wireload of the
source and of each buffer must be at mostU . We start
by defining a directed graphH which captures exactly
these feasible buffered routings. The graphH hasU + 1
verticesv0; v1; : : : ; vU for each vertexv 2 V (G). Every
edge(u; v) 2 E(G) is replaced inH by directed arcs of
the form (ui�1; vi) and (vi�1; ui). In addition, “buffer”
arcs(vi; v0), i = 1; : : : ; U , are added toH for every vertex
v 2 V (G) with b(v) � 1 (see Figure 2). Finally, vertices
corresponding to each net source and sink are added toH
and connected to the tiles to which they may be assigned.
Formally, the graphH has vertex set

V (H) = fsi; ti j 1 � i � kg[fvj j v 2 V (G); 0 � j � Ug
and arc set

E(H) = Esrc [Esink [
� [
(u;v)2E(G)

Eu;v

�[ �
[

v2V (G)

Ev

�

where

Esrc = f(si; v0) j v 2 Si; 1 � i � kg
Esink = f(vj ; ti) j v 2 Ti; 0 � j � U; 1 � i � kg
Eu;v = f(uj�1; vj); (vj�1; uj) j 1 � j � Ug
Ev = f(vj ; v0) j 1 � j � Ug

Since everysi–ti path inH can visit at mostU vertices
between any two buffer arcs, we get:

Lemma 3.1 There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between the
feasible buffered routings for netNi in the tile graphG and
thesi–ti paths inH .

We will use the correspondence established in
Lemma 3.1 to give an integer linear program (ILP)
formulation for the floorplan evaluation problem. LetP i

denote the set of all simplesi–ti paths inH . We introduce
a 0=1 variablexp for every pathp 2 P := [k1P i. The



variablexp is set to1 if the buffered routing corresponding
to p 2 Pi is used to connect netNi, and to 0 otherwise.
With this notation, FEP can be formulated as follows:

min
X

p2P

�
�
X

v2V (G)

jp \Ev j+ �
X

(u;v)2E(G)

jp \Eu;v j
�
xp (1)

subject to

P
p2P

jp \ Evjxp � �0 b(v); v 2 V (G)

P
p2P

jp \ Eu;vjxp � �0 w(u; v); (u; v) 2 E(G)

P
p2P i

xp = 1; i = 1; : : : ; k

xp 2 f0; 1g; p 2 P

Solving exactly ILP (1) is NP-hard. Our approach is
to solve its fractional relaxation (obtained by replacing the
constraintsxp 2 f0; 1g with xp � 0) and then obtain near-
optimal integer solutions by randomized rounding.

The fractional relaxation of ILP (1) is a minimum cost
multicommodity flow problem with capacity constraints on
sets of edges; such capacity constraints have been previ-
ously considered in [13] for the maximum multicommodity
flow problem. Instead of solving this relaxation directly, we
introduce an upper boundD on the wire and buffer area and
consider the following linear program (LP):

min� (2)

subject to
P
p2P

�
�
P

v2V (G)

jp \Ev j+ �
P

(u;v)2E(G)

jp \ Eu;v j
�
xp � � D

P
p2P

jp \ Evjxp � � �0 b(v); v 2 V (G)

P
p2P

jp \ Eu;vjxp � � �0 w(u; v); (u; v) 2 E(G)

P
p2P i

xp = 1; i = 1; : : : ; k

xp � 0; p 2 P
Let �� be the optimum objective value for LP (2). Solving
the fractional relaxation of ILP (1) is equivalent to finding
the minimumD for which �� � 1. This can be done by
a binary search which requires solving the LP (2) for each
probed value ofD; a similar approach was used in [15] for
solving the minimum cost concurrent multicommodity flow
problem. A lower bound on the optimal value ofD can
be derived by ignoring all buffer and wire capacity con-
straints, i.e., by computing for each netNi buffered paths
p 2 Pi minimizing�

P
v2V (G)

jp \ Ev j+ �
P

(u;v)2E(G)

jp \ Eu;v j.
A trivial upper bound is the total routing area available, i.e.,
��0

P
v2V (G)

b(v) + � �0
P

(u;v)2E(G)

w(u; v):

The algorithm for approximating the optimum solution
to LP (2) (see Figure 3) uses the general framework for mul-
ticommodity flow approximation introduced in [15], and re-
lies on simultaneously approximating thedualLP:

max

kX
i=1

li (3)

subject to
P

v2V (G)

�0b(v)yv +
P

(u;v)2E(G)

�0w(u; v)zu;v +Du = 1

P
v2V (G)

jp \ Ev j (yv + �u)

+
P

(u;v)2E(G)

jp \ Eu;vj (zu;v + �u) � li; p 2 P i

yv � 0; v 2 V (G)
ze � 0; e 2 E(G)

The algorithm starts with trivial solutions for LPs (2) and
(3), then updates these solutions over several phases. In
each phase (lines 5–15) one unit of flow is routed for each
commodity; a feasible solution is obtained in the end after
dividing all flows by the number of phases. Commodities
are routed along paths with minimum weight w.r.t. weights
of yv + �u for arcs inEv , v 2 V (G), of zu;v + �u for
arcs inEu;v , (u; v) 2 E(G), and of 0 for all the other arcs
(cf. LP (3)). The dual variables are increased by a multi-
plicative factor for all vertices/edges on a routed path; this
ensures that dual weights increase exponentially with usage
and thus often used edges are subsequently avoided.

Minimum-weight paths are computed using Dijkstra’s
single-source shortest path algorithm. To reduce the num-
ber of shortest path computations, paths are recomputed
only when their weight increases by a factor of more than
(1 + "). This speed-up idea, first applied in [14] for the
maximum multicommodity flow problem, has been shown
in [1] to decrease the running time in practice while main-
taining the same theoretical worst-case runtime.

Theorem 3.2 The algorithm in Figure 3 finds an(1 + "0)-
approximation withO

�
1

"20�
� k lnn

�
shortest path computa-

tions, using"=min
�
1
 ;

1
 (
p
1 + "0�1); 14

�
1�� 1

1+"0

�1=6�	

andÆ=
�
1�"0

n+m

�1="
, wheren andm are the number of ver-

tices and edges ofG, and"0 := "(1 + ")(1 + ").

After solving LP (2) we route each netNi by randomly
choosing one of the pathsp 2 P i with probabilities given
by the flowsxp. Randomized rounding guarantees that (for
large enough capacities) the relative congestion increases
only by a small amount. For details see [17].
Remark. Using ideas from [1] it can be shown that the
algorithm in Figure 3 does not only minimize�, but also
“strives” for a lexicographically minimum solution w.r.t.



(1) Setyv := Æ
�0b(v)

8v 2 V (G), ze :=
Æ

�0w(e)
8e 2 E(G), u := Æ

D

(2) Setxp := 0 8p 2 P.
(3) Setpi := ; for i = 1; :::; k.
(4) While�0

P
v2V (G)

b(v)yv + �0
P

(u;v)2E(G)

w(u; v)zu;v +Du < 1 do:

(5) begin
(6) Fori := 1 to k, do
(7) begin
(8) If pi = ; or

P
v2V (G)

jpi \ Evj (yv + �u) +
P

(u;v)2E(G)

jpi \Eu;vj (zu;v + �u) > (1 + ") li then

(9) begin
(10) Find a pathpi 2 Pi minimizing li :=

P
v2V (G)

jpi \Evj (yv + �u) +
P

(u;v)2E(G)

jpi \ Eu;vj (zu;v + �u)

(11) end
(12) Setxpi := xpi + 1

(13) Setyv := yv

�
1 + "

jpi\Evj
�0b(v)

�
8v 2 V (G), ze := ze

�
1 + "

jpi\Eu;vj

�0w(u;v)

�
8(u; v) 2 E(G)

u := u

 
1 + "

�
P

v2V (G)

jpi\Evj+ �
P

(u;v)2E(G)

jpi\Eu;vj

D

!

(14) end
(15) end

Figure 3. Approximation algorithm for LP (2) and its dual.

the vector consisting of the relative buffer congestion of the
vertices, the relative wire congestion of the edges, and the
ratio between the total routing area and the upperboundD.
Therefore, a solution of the algorithm indicates where pos-
sible changes to the floorplan have to be made in order to
reach a feasible routing of all nets. For this it is especially
useful to run the algorithm with a large value forD, that is
to relax the constraint on the total area. If we want to ig-
nore this constraint completely (i.e., setD = 1), the dual
variableu is 0 during the whole algorithm and can be elim-
inated.

4. Timing-driven floorplan evaluation

In this section we address the floorplan evaluation prob-
lem under given sink delay constraints. First, we consider
enforcing sink delay constraints when a single buffer type
and wire width are available. Then, we extend our algorithm
to simultaneously handle buffer and wire sizing.

4.1. Enforcing sink delay constraints

Assume that we are given an upper-bound ofdi on the
source-to-sink delay of netNi. The Elmore delay of a
buffered path is the sum of delays of the wire segments com-
prising the path. The delay of a wire segment connecting the
source or bufferu to the sink or bufferv is the sum between
thegate delay

intrinsic delayu + ru � (cwlu;v + Cin(v))

and thewire delay

rwlu;v � (cwlu;v=2 + Cin(v))

Here,ru andCin(u) are the output resistance, respectively
input capacitance, of the buffer/terminalu, rw andcw are
the resistance, respectively capacitance, of a tile-long wire,
andlu;v is the wirelength (in tiles) betweenu andv.

To simplify the exposition we will assume that the in-
trinsic delay and output resistance of sources are equal to
the corresponding parameters of a buffer; in Section 4.2 we
will give a construction that handles non-uniform source
parameters. Under this assumption the total (i.e., gate +
wire) delay of each routing segment depends only on the
segment’s length,l, and the input capacitance of the driven
buffer/sink. Note that every routing segment ending in tilev
corresponds inH to a path whose last arc is either the buffer
arc(vl; v0) if the segment drives a buffer, or the arc(vl; ti)
if the segment drives theith sink. Since these arcs fully
identify both the segment length and the input capacitance
of the driven buffer/sink, we can assign them pre-computed
segment delays, thus obtaining:

Lemma 4.1 The 1-to-1 correspondence between feasible
buffered routings of netNi in G and thesi–ti paths inH
preserves the delay.

To enforce the delay upper-bounds for the solution com-
puted by the algorithm given in Section 3 we must restrict
the computation to those pathsp 2 Pi that have delay at
mostdi. Although the problem of finding a least weight



Figure 4. Routing which is not a tree in G.

si–ti path with bounded delay is NP-hard, there is a prac-
tical algorithm with arbitrarily good approximation guaran-
tee, i.e., fully polynomial approximation scheme (FPTAS)
[16]. This suffices for obtaining arbitrarily good approxi-
mations to the timing-driven floorplan evaluation problem:

Theorem 4.2 There is a fully polynomial approximation
scheme for the timing-driven floorplan evaluation problem.

4.2. Buffer and wire sizing

In this section we show how to take into account buffer
and wire sizing during timing-driven floorplan evaluation.
Consider first buffering with a given buffer libraryB and
a fixed wire width. Each buffer type inB has a given area,
input capacitance, and output resistance; the different buffer
parameters also translate into different upperboundsU on
the wirelength that can be driven by a buffer of each type.
The directed graphHB capturing all feasible routings with
buffers fromB is obtained as follows. First construct, as in
Section 4.1, a delay weighted graphH for each buffer type,
with the same source and sink nodes,si andti, i = 1; : : : ; k,
and also with the same nodesv0 for everyv 2 V (G). Then,
remove all arcs of the form(si; v0), except the arc from the
graph corresponding to the buffer whose driving strength is
closest to that ofsi.

To reduce the complexity of wire sizing, we require a
fixed wire width along any buffer-to-buffer wire segment.
As shown in [2], this requirement may increase propaga-
tion delays by at most 5% compared to the optimum delay
achieved by wire tapering. Simultaneous wire sizing can
now be taken into account by a construction similar to the
one used above for buffer sizing. LetW be a given library of
wire widths. The directed graphHB�W capturing all fea-
sible buffered routings with buffers fromB and wire widths
fromW is obtained by constructing for each wire width in
W a graphHB as above, with the same source and sink
nodes,si andti, i = 1; : : : ; k, and also with the same nodes
v0 for everyv 2 V (G).

(1) Setw� :=1
(2) For allv 2 V do // try all possible Steiner points
(3) begin
(4) Forj := 0 toU
(5) begin
(6) Find a shortestvU�j � t1i–pathP1 in H

(7) Fork := 0 toU � j

(8) begin
(9) Find a shortestvU�k � t2i–pathP2 in H

(10) Find a shortests0i � vU�j�k–pathP0 in H

(11) If w(P0) + w(P1) + w(P2) � w� then
(12) Setw� := w(P0) +w(P1) + w(P2)

T � := P0 [ P1 [ P2
(13) end
(14) end
(15) end
(16) returnT �

Figure 5. Algorithm for finding minimum weight
buffered routings for 3-pin nets.

Lemma 4.3 There is a delay-preserving 1-to-1 correspon-
dence between buffer- and wire-sized feasible routings of
netNi in G and thesi–ti paths inHB�W .

Theorem 4.4 There is a fully polynomial approximation
scheme for the timing-driven floorplan evaluation problem
with given buffer and wire width libraries.

5. Solving FEP for multipin nets

For a multipin net we are looking for a buffered tree
(instead of a buffered path) in which the wireload of each
buffer is at mostU . Such a buffered tree does not necessar-
ily have to be a tree in the graphG. Figure 4 shows such an
example: WhenU = 6 we need at least two buffers for any
tree connecting the three terminals, and the cheapest (possi-
bly the only available) place for these two buffers might be
exactly the tile shown.

Extending the approximation algorithm from Section 3
to multipin nets requires a subroutine for computing fea-
sible routings having minimum weight with respect to the
dual variables. Figure 5 gives such a subroutine for 3-
pin nets. We assume here that the possible locations of
the source pin for a netNi are specified bySi as before,
while the two sinks are specified by setsT 1

i andT 2
i . In

the graphH we have verticest1i and t2i and edge sets
f(vj ; tli) j v 2 T l

i ; j = 0; :::; Ug, l = 1; 2 for the sink pins
of such a 3-pin net. For each possible Steiner pointv, the
algorithm tries all possible lengthsj andk to the first buffer
on the path fromv to t1i and respectively tot2i .



6. Experimental results

In this section we report results for a 2-pin net imple-
mentation of our algorithm; multipin nets, delay constraints,
and buffer and wire sizing are currently under implementa-
tion. All experiments were conducted on an SGI Origin
2000 with 16 195MHz MIPS R10000 processors (only one
of which is actually used by our sequential implementation)
and 4 G-Bytes of internal memory, running under IRIX 6.5.
The algorithm was coded in C and compiled usingg++ ver-
sion egcs-2.91.66 with-O4 optimization.

We tested our algorithm on the 10 circuits from [9],
which were also used in [3]. Multipin nets were decom-
posed into 2-pin nets in the same way as in [9, 3]. The
circuit parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the results of the multicommodity flow
algorithm (with pin assignment) when run withD = 1,
i.e., when the objective is to minimize the wire and buffer
congestion only. The table shows that progressively better
fractional solutions are obtained by the approximation algo-
rithm. The results also show the tradeoff between conges-
tion on one hand and wiring resources (number of buffers
and wirelength) on the other hand.

Table 3 gives the results for wirelength minimization
(� = 0 and� = 1) subject to wire and buffer conges-
tion constraints (�0 = 1:0 and�0 = 1:0). In these exper-
iments the multicommodity flow algorithm is run once per
testcase (without binary search), withD equal to the lower
bound computed by routing each net optimally without tak-
ing into account capacity constraints. The multicommodity
flow runtime includes randomized rounding (10000 trials),
while RABID runtime is for an RS6000/595 workstation
with 1Gb of memory, as reported in [3].

The wirelength of the global routing obtained by our al-
gorithm without pin assignment (MCF) is always within
1.03% of the lower bound. In contrast, the RABID heuris-
tic of [3] exceeds the lower bound by5:64 � 11:87%. To
evaluate the effect of simultaneous pin assignment, we have
added the possibility for each sink to be positioned not only
in the given tile, but also in the 3-8 surrounding tiles (see

Table 1. Circuit parameters.

Circuit #Nets Grid Tile Avg. tiles U #Buffer
size area per pin sites

a9c3 1526 30 x 30 1.09 4.9 6 32780
ac3 409 30 x 30 0.49 5.0 7 8550

ami33 324 30 x 33 0.46 5.0 6 17750
ami49 493 30 x 30 0.68 4.8 6 11450

apte 141 33 x 30 0.36 5.0 7 4200
hc7 1318 30 x 30 1.04 4.8 6 17780
hp 187 30 x 30 0.42 5.0 7 2350

playout 1663 30 x 33 0.78 4.8 7 37550
xc5 2149 30 x 30 0.58 5.0 7 19150

xerox 390 30 x 30 0.38 5.0 7 7000

Table 1 for the average number of tiles per pin of each test-
case). Running our algorithm with pin assignment enabled
(MCF+PA) further decreases wirelength by� 10%, while
being within at most 0.15% of the corresponding lower
bound. We note that routing and pin assignment is per-
formed by our algorithm in virtually the same time as rout-
ing alone.

Table 2. Congestion minimization results ( D =1).

Circuit Phase# Wire Buffer #Buffers Wlen CPU
Congest Congest sec.

a9c3 1 0.75 0.80 3351 26057 15.6
4 0.59 0.43 3356 26123 63.0
16 0.51 0.23 3402 26595 255.1
64 0.46 0.18 3505 27328 1023.6
64+ROUND 0.60 0.31 3606 27989 1087

ac3 1 0.77 1.00 796 4998 4.0
4 0.62 0.53 797 5008 15.9
16 0.40 0.27 803 5072 64.4
64 0.28 0.18 826 5211 260.1
64+ROUND 0.46 0.67 832 5254 281

ami33 1 0.66 0.67 909 4466 3.4
4 0.55 0.36 908 4476 13.4
16 0.47 0.20 910 4515 54.0
64 0.40 0.14 930 4618 214.2
64+ROUND 0.56 0.36 953 4703 234

ami49 1 1.36 0.90 948 6045 4.2
4 1.00 0.46 958 6083 17.1
16 0.74 0.29 1040 6509 74.0
64 0.66 0.21 1205 7278 304.4
64+ROUND 1.00 0.56 1321 7767 329

apte 1 1.08 1.00 328 1668 1.6
4 0.87 0.57 327 1677 6.5
16 0.53 0.30 336 1725 27.0
64 0.44 0.17 359 1836 112.0
64+ROUND 0.69 1.00 362 1833 123

hc7 1 1.00 1.19 2203 17670 10.6
4 0.79 0.61 2206 17738 43.3
16 0.69 0.31 2301 18481 180.1
64 0.62 0.23 2498 19660 736.4
64+ROUND 0.86 0.50 2678 20616 788

hp 1 0.92 1.67 334 1952 1.7
4 0.71 0.85 330 1961 6.9
16 0.46 0.45 334 2003 28.4
64 0.33 0.29 355 2119 118.8
64+ROUND 0.58 1.00 367 2153 131

playout 1 0.64 0.98 2890 23155 19.9
4 0.52 0.42 2892 23199 80.5
16 0.40 0.24 2922 23582 339.9
64 0.33 0.17 3238 25809 1480.8
64+ROUND 0.34 0.27 3453 27266 1544

xc5 1 1.14 1.31 3187 22314 23.4
4 0.98 0.66 3202 22492 94.3
16 0.74 0.37 3277 23231 388.6
64 0.66 0.31 3570 24872 1623.1
64+ROUND 0.84 0.59 3929 26381 1704

xerox 1 0.93 1.42 659 3662 3.7
4 0.72 0.77 660 3698 15.3
16 0.45 0.40 684 3858 68.1
64 0.32 0.21 753 4174 299.0
64+ROUND 0.45 0.67 781 4303 319



7. Conclusions

In this paper we propose the first provably good ap-
proach to floorplan evaluation with simultaneous timing-
and congestion-driven buffered global route planning, pin
and layer assignment, and wire/buffer sizing. Preliminary
experimental results show that our method significantly out-
performs approaches based on cascading individual opti-
mizations such as the recent RABID algorithm of Alpert
et al. [3].

Future work aims to incorporate in our implementation
practical improvements such as the use of uneven sized
tiles, window constraints on buffer usage (as opposed to tile
constraints), and faster-converging dual-update rules.
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Table 3. Wirelength minimization ( � = 0 and � = 1)
subject to wire and buffer congestion constraints
(�0 = 1:0 and �0 = 1:0).

Circuit Algorithm Wlen %LB #buffers %LB Wire Buffer CPU
gap gap Congest Congest sec.

a9c3 RABID 30723 5.64 4225 11.95 0.60 0.44 502
MCF 29082 0.00 3801 0.72 0.63 0.31 1082
MCF+PA 26057 0.00 3376 0.75 0.58 0.30 1079

ac3 RABID 5954 7.67 1037 15.74 0.58 0.33 208
MCF 5530 0.00 905 1.00 0.73 0.67 280
MCF+PA 4993 0.00 805 1.39 0.69 0.50 279

ami33 RABID 5232 6.93 1150 14.20 0.69 0.44 138
MCF 4893 0.00 1015 0.79 0.69 0.31 239
MCF+PA 4464 0.00 916 0.88 0.59 0.25 237

ami49 RABID 7592 11.87 1339 21.51 0.93 0.36 167
MCF 6792 0.07 1135 2.99 1.00 0.47 314
MCF+PA 6041 0.01 991 4.87 1.00 0.50 304

apte RABID 2010 10.78 417 18.47 1.00 0.33 95
MCF 1833 1.03 373 5.97 1.00 1.00 118
MCF+PA 1663 0.15 330 4.43 1.00 1.00 117

hc7 RABID 21523 7.54 2983 17.44 0.82 0.35 386
MCF 20024 0.05 2591 2.01 0.96 0.45 775
MCF+PA 17660 0.00 2217 0.82 0.93 0.54 767

hp RABID 2403 11.12 450 20.97 0.83 0.28 67
MCF 2164 0.06 395 6.18 1.00 1.00 127
MCF+PA 1945 0.00 345 6.81 0.83 1.00 126

playout RABID 27601 6.38 3840 15.04 0.45 0.64 813
MCF 25946 0.00 3428 2.70 0.51 0.32 1393
MCF+PA 23138 0.00 3004 4.12 0.40 0.32 1386

xc5 RABID 27060 8.35 4410 23.25 0.84 0.81 694
MCF 25155 0.73 3841 7.35 0.96 0.60 1641
MCF+PA 22265 0.05 3340 4.87 0.98 0.50 1644

xerox RABID 4541 11.48 957 30.56 0.93 0.57 167
MCF 4078 0.12 807 10.10 1.00 0.80 284
MCF+PA 3658 0.00 691 6.14 0.88 0.75 281
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